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OVERVIEW 
 
PYTHON (pahy-thon): 

Function: noun 
1. common name for a group of non-venomous constricting snakes, specifically 

the family Pythonidae. 
2. high-level programming language first released by Guido van Rossum in 1991 

 
Python Scripting in MotionBuilder allows the user to automate nearly any task that 
they desire. 
 
Python itself as a generic scripting language is very powerful and easy to use. 
MotionBuilder now allows the user to have access to all of Python’s power as well as 
hundreds of new classes specifically coded to control MotionBuilder’s own elements. 
 
The shipped documentation and sample scripts for Python in MotionBuilder are very 
sparse and most users cannot overcome the initial stages of putting a script 
together. This course aims to illuminate the hidden pitfalls and provide enough 
examples and sample code to enable the user to write their own scripts tailored for 
their own workflow. 
 

OUTLINE 
 
We will cover the minimum amount of information to help you get started scripting. 
Once you get started, there is no turning back. You’ll find that the benefit your scripts 
give you far out-weighs the time you spent thinking up and writing the script and it 
gets easier and easier the more you do it. This course is not a full “How To” for 
MotionBuilder Python scripting, but has a concise compilation of everything you’ll 
need to GET STARTED. We’re going to cover: 
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Throughout the course, you will be introduced to scripts illustrating something 
relevant to the current topic. They will all build on each other so by the end you’ll see 
the final format and goal that your scripts should follow. 
 
So let’s get to it . . . 
 

I . WHY SCRIPT IN MOTIONBUILDER? 
 
We are at a crossroads in the 3D entertainment industries. With every new project, 
there is more demand for higher quality animation assets. The skeletons are getting 
more elaborate with finger animation and sometimes face animation being 
incorporated all onto one character. More multiple character scenes are needed as 
well as longer length animations. All of this translates to an order of magnitude more 
work that needs to be completed for games, film, and television. 
 
We all know that Autodesk’s MotionBuilder is the best way to handle large volumes 
of animation of this nature. 
 
 
When? Now, Next Generation Demands 
The Next Gen game platforms demand enormous amounts of assets. With data 
storage of 20-50 GB of data, the developers are going to want to fill it with 
something. A lot of that is going to be more animation of greater variety on more 
complex skeletons. Films are requiring more and more of their characters to be 
replaced with digital doubles that are usually driven by motion capture data, which is 
very dense. 
 
 
Who? You, the Technical Animator 
As a technical animator or artist, it is your job to process, fix, tweak, and animate 
as much data as possible to get your project out the door. 
 
 
Why? Large Volumes 
The huge volume of work demanded for Next Gen games development is 
threatening the game’s development budgets. 
 
 
What? Automate Processes 
The only way we can handle these huge loads and not blow the development 
budgets out of the water is by automating as much of the process as possible. 
 
 



How? Python Scripting 
We can use scripts to automate large portions of our animation workflow and at 
the same time reduce error and stay better organized. 
 
 
 

I I .  WHY PYTHON? 
 
Why did Alias originally choose Python as the scripting language that would expose 
the power and functionality of MotionBuilder? After all, Python is a relatively new 
programming language; released in 1991 by Guido Van Rossum, it has gained 
steady ground in the industry ever since. 
 
Python is user friendly, easy to read and yet robust and expandable. Because it is an 
interactive ‘scripting’ language, you do not need to compile the script in any kind of 
fancy development environment or worry about linking and debugging and the other 
hurdles that come with non-scriptable languages. Python offers these benefits as 
well: 
 
 
Open Source 
The language has an open, community-based development model managed by the 
non-profit Python Software Foundation and also free to use! 
 
 
Object-Oriented 
You’ve all heard of C++ and other high level “Object-oriented” languages. Well, 
Python is object-oriented too. This allows us to take the leap into the world of objects 
and classes while staying safely in the realm of scripting. 
 
 
Powerful 
Python 2.5.1 ships with over 300 “modules” of libraries to cover a majority of your 
common needs. Its STRING module alone offers so many great ways to manipulate 
strings that you’ll feel spoiled whenever you have to deal with strings in any other 
language. 
 
 
Expandable 
If Python does not do what you need it to do right “out of the box”, you can usually 
find a package (which is just a group of modules, see below) on the Net somewhere 
that does what you want. Because if you want to do it, chances are somebody else 
has already wanted to do it. And the Python community is nothing, if not fanatical 



about sharing. Python.org has several thousand of the most popular packages listed 
here: 
 
http://cheeseshop.python.org/pypi 
 
 
Industry Standard 
Everybody is talking Python these days. All major high-end pieces of software 
usually allow scripting options to automate processes. Python is the choice more 
often than not. MotionBuilder has used Python as a simple scripting language to 
gain access to its Open Reality Software Development Kit (ORSDK) for some 
years now. One of the major new features of Maya 8.5 is its inclusion of Python 
scripting as well. 
 
If you ask around, you’ll discover that many of the major studios and FX houses 
use Python in some manner if not as their entire low-level pipeline. For example, 
even the vaulted Industrial Light and Magic, pretty much the first major FX house 
on the planet uses Python: 
 
"Python plays a key role in our production pipeline. Without it a project the size of 
Star Wars: Episode II would have been very difficult to pull off. From crowd rendering 
to batch processing to compositing, Python binds all things together,"  
-Tommy Burnette, Senior Technical Director, Industrial Light & Magic. 
 
Now that you are aware of Python, you’ll start to see it come up every day in the 
tech news that such and such package now let’s you program in Python. 
 
 
All of these reasons contribute to why Python is so popular and widely used, not 
only in the entertainment industries but nearly everywhere. 
 
 
 

I I I .  PYTHON 2.5.1 BASICS 
 
The latest current release of Python is version 2.5.1. This is developed by an open 
source community and is updated on a regular basis. Learning to script in 
MotionBuilder is a little tricky because we have to learn two things at once. That is, 
the python scripting language, and MotionBuilder’s special usage of the python 
scripting language. If you are already familiar with Python in general, then you are 
way ahead of the curve and you’ll be up and running very quickly. You can skip this 
section and move right onto the next section, which illustrates MotionBuilder’s 
unique implementation of Python. 



 
However, the majority of us probably haven’t had much experience with Python, if 
any at all, and we are tasked with learning a new generic scripting language’s style 
and syntax as well as MotionBuilder’s custom commands and functions. I found it 
very confusing when first diving in because I could not tell what syntax was unique to 
MotionBuilder and what was standard to Python in general. It is therefore necessary 
to specify what is exactly generic Python code and what is unique to MotionBuilder. 
It makes sense to first learn generic Python and then add on top the MotionBuilder 
commands. 
 
So let’s take a look at standard Python 2.5.1. 
 
 
Compare to MEL 
Unless you come from a programming background, your first introduction to 
scripting was probably through your favorite 3D/2D art application, such as Maya 
or Max. My first exposure to any real scripting/programming was while working 
with Maya and picking up Maya’s Embedded Language (MEL) to automate tasks. 
I suspect that the majority of MotionBuilder users have used some MEL or 
MaxScript first, so I’ll note some quick comparisons between Python and MEL. 
 
Firstly, MEL is Maya and Maya is MEL. You cannot have one without the other. 
So MEL was developed as a language to write Maya’s UI and create Maya’s 
scenes. It is simple and fast to write, yet specific to create what can be created in 
Maya. 
 
Whereas, Python is a generic language made to work on its own and with as 
many different applications, platforms, and job requirements as you can think of. 
So it is almost as generic as you can get and definitely not tailored to creating 
and working with 3D objects. 
 
The first thing you’ll notice is that where MEL has the: 
 
command –flag object 
 
layout. Python has the: 
 
object.function(flag) 
 
format. 
 



Then there is all of the white space and indenting in Python, and of course the 
lack of a semi-colon at the end of the line (that one catches you all the time when 
you first transition over). 
 
Variables in Python do no need to be proceeded with the ‘$’ like they need to be 
in MEL. 
  
If you spend enough time scripting in MEL, you’ll soon find out that the single 
dimensional array becomes a huge limitation. Python, on the other hand, has 
many more array types, even multi-dimensional arrays which can be returned 
from functions; a big plus. 
 
Transitioning over to Python from MEL will not be too difficult. Most of the basic 
language terminology is the same and all of the same programming principals 
still hold. The following is a short list of the basic layout of the language:  
 
 
Syntax 
We cannot list all of the details of Python’s syntax here. The entire course 
illustrates the syntax in its teachings. In general, Python was designed to be a 
highly readable language. It was designed to be uncluttered and use simple words in 
English and less funky symbols. 
 
 
Variables 
You do not have to declare the type of variable in python. As mentioned above, 
you do not need a dollar sign ($) in front of the variable like you do in MEL. This 
makes creating, assigning, and reading variables fast and easy yet it can be 
dangerous as you don’t always know what kind of data is stored in the variable or 
if the variable is actually an instantiated Object (see Classes, below). 
 
Since variables can be almost any word, it is a good idea to identify what kind of 
data is stored within the variable by adding a keyword in the variable name. 
Some examples would be: 
 
numOfPeopleInt = 10 (short for Integer) 
characterStr = “jason” (short for actor String) 
 
Python also tries to be very friendly when combining different variable types. It 
will try to ‘auto-cast’ whenever possible. This means that it will automatically 
convert variable types when it can in order to perform mathematical functions. 
 
 



Arrays 
Python actually has several different array types. The easiest and most common 
one to use is the ‘List’. It is most similar to the standard arrays in MEL. And it can 
dynamically expand which is one of the key features of MEL’s arrays. However, it 
can also do many more things, like: infinite nesting, slicing, sorting, shrinking, etc. 
The other array types are ‘Dictionaries’ and ‘Tuples’. Dictionaries have a “key” for 
each value and Tuples are like lists but “immutable”, which means that they 
cannot be changed in place. 
 
 
Strings 
One of the coolest features of Python is how powerful the String tools and 
methods are. Besides using all kinds of ways to define them like single quotes (‘) 
and double quotes (“) and triple quotes (```), you can index and slice them like 
they are arrays. You can define them as “raw” which ignores the backslash (\), 
which makes file paths much easier to deal with. Then there are dozens of 
methods you can use on strings. These methods are like advanced functions that 
you can perform on strings, like: splitting, joining, finding, replacing, case-
switching, etc. And many of these you can do from the right end of the string, 
which makes it easy to search for suffix type information. 
 
 
Defining Functions 
Just like ‘procedures’ and ‘global procedures’ in MEL, you can create functions 
for Python. The key word in Python is ‘def’. You can pass arguments and return 
data as well. Fortunately you can return most anything including arbitrary nested 
‘Lists’, which you cannot do in MEL. You don’t even have to declare what types 
of arguments get passed. This means that every time you call a function you can 
pass different types of objects, variables, and arrays to the arguments; which is 
“Polymorphism”. 
 
 
Classes/Object-Oriented Programming 
So we’ve all heard of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) and some of us may 
have even used it. If you haven’t, it can seem a little overwhelming and hard to 
take that first step. Fortunately Python is the ideal language to take the first step 
into learning about Classes and OOP. Actually, practically everything in Python is 
an object, so you’ve already been using objects and might not have known it. 
You can use the ‘Class’ command to make your own object types if needed. 
 
In general, all the Class/OOP stuff can be pretty advanced and you normally 
might not even have to touch these concepts to do a lot of your standard Python 
scripting. However, we’ll need to know just a little bit about how they work in 



order to take advantage of the MotionBuilder specific commands in Python, 
mainly: Class Objects and Instances of the classes. 
 
Basically, the Class is like the template that describes how and Instance is going 
to get made. But every time you call a Class and assign it to a name, you are 
making an instance object of the class. Functions defined within a Class 
statement become methods that act on any instance of an object. 
 
Here is an example: 
 

#  Hypothetical creation of a cube 
myCube = Cube() 
#  Perform a method on the instance object 
myCube.Duplicate 
 

The class called Cube would be defined somewhere else previously like this: 
 

#  Hypothetical definition of a class object 
class Cube: 

# Function defined inside of class becomes a method 
# to act on any instance 
def Duplicate(self): 

  copy self 
 
 
Understanding this concept of class definition, creating an instance object, and 
how to run a method on that object is the key to working with the MotionBuilder 
Python commands. We will illustrate and go over this concept many times 
throughout the course of the class. If you get nothing more out of this course, it is 
to understand these principals! 
 
 
Resources 
Python is becoming very popular and there are plenty of resources out there to 
help you along. There is tons of sample code as well as great books and 
websites. 
 
First you’ll want to check the main Python 2.5.1 Library Reference by the man 
himself, Guido van Rossum: 
 
http://docs.python.org/lib/lib.html 
 
This is my favorite beginning Python book: 
 



Learning Python, Second Edition by Mark Lutz, David Ascher 
 

 
Learning Python, Second Edition 

 
 
Some websites to note: 
  
The initial tutorial by Guido: http://docs.python.org/tut/ 
Learn Python in 10 minutes: http://www.poromenos.org/tutorials/python 
Python Syntax: http://codesyntax.netfirms.com/lang-python.htm 
 
And my favorite script Repository: 
 
Vaults of Parnassus: http://www.vex.net/parnassus/ 
 
Don’t forget Google Code Search: http://www.google.com/codesearch 
Just proceed your search with ‘lang:”python”’ and the command or technique 
you’d like to search for and Google will search for publicly available python 
scripts for any usage of that command. 
 
 
Expandable 
Python ships with over 300 modules, which compose the standard library. As I 
mentioned above, there are thousands more available online to add even more 



functionality to your Python library. You can create your own modules as well. 
Just create a python file with utility functions in it. 
 
As long as your newly created module or downloaded module is in your 
‘pythonpath’ environment variable, you can ‘import’ the functions of a module into 
any other script and use them to your hearts content. 
 
 
Compiled files 
Whenever you run a python script, it actually gets compiled into byte code on the 
spot and then runs through a ‘Virtual Machine’. This is part of Python’s whole 
multi-platform compatibility. Sometimes it will save this recently compiled code as 
a version of your script with the ‘.pyc’ extension. This just speeds things up next 
time you launch the script or it gets imported as a module into another script. 
Python will automatically update this .pyc so you don’t have to worry about 
creating them or deleting them. It’s just an added bonus that you need to be 
aware of. 
 
 
 

IV. MOTIONBUILDER’S PYTHON 
 
So now that we’ve grasped the basic of Generic Python scripting. Let’s get down 
to learning how Python is used in MotionBuilder. 
 
 
Resources 
As far as MotionBuilder specific Python scripts goes, there is really only one 
place online right now, and that is Autodesk’s community website, ‘The AREA’. 
There are over 150 threads in the ‘Python For MotionBuilder PRO’ forum with 
some decent Q&A for many major tasks you’ll likely need to do. 
 
The rumor is that Autodesk will be allowing Python script uploading soon. This 
will hopefully grow to be a major source of Python code dedicated to automating 
MotionBuilder. In the meantime, there are a paltry 25 sample scripts that ship 
with the software to get you started. You’ll find these under 
MotionBuilder<version>/PythonScripting7/Samples/. 
 
The documentation for Python implementation in MotionBuilder allows you to 
search through all of the classes that have been ported from the Open Reality 
SDK. 
 



 
How do I run code? 
So before we can start writing, downloading, and testing scripts, we need to know 
how we can run them in our MotionBuilder scene. The three main ways to launch 
a Python script are: 
 

• Drag and Drop 
 
You can add your favorite path to the Asset Browser and put your scripts in there. 
Then you just drag the script to your scene (viewer) and choose ‘Execute’. You 
can also choose ‘Add To Scene’ and the script will reside in the scene and save 
with the scene. Then anybody else who opens up the scene can just drag the 
script from the navigator to the viewer to run it. Another cool thing you can do 
once a script is embedded in a scene is use a Relations Constraint and a Script 
Device to have scripts automatically triggered in the scene if certain conditions 
arise. 
 
If we want to use a script file instead of typing directly into the one of the direct 
console inputs, you need to add one extra line to the top of your script: 
 

#  This loads the MotionBuilder specific 
#  Python module into memory 
from pyfbsdk import * 

 
 

• Console Tool 
 
The Python Console Tool window is available from the Window drop down menu. 
If you click over to the Configuration tab of the Python Console Tool, you’ll see 
the Global Scripts section with a drop down arrow. If you’d like your scripts to 
automatically appear hear, you just need to put them in the 
MotionBuilder<version>/bin/config/ directory. Then you can select 
them from the drop down list and click Execute. 
 
You can also type Python commands directly into MotionBuilder. To do just one 
line at a time, you can type them into the entry field under the Output tab. This is 
convenient if you want to execute a function inside of a script. If the script is 
placed in a valid ‘pythonpath’ directory, you can just type the name of the ‘def’ 
inside any script and it will execute that ‘def’. Unfortunately, there is no “echoing” 
of commands available here like there is in Maya, so save yourself some time 
and don’t even get your hopes up. You can print from within your Python Scripts 
to this Output window to manually generate your own feedback. 
 



If you are running MotionBuilder 7.5 under Windows, you can click the Telnet 
Console button and bring up a console window that is connected to 
MotionBuilder and allows you to type in multiple lines at a time. If you are running 
7.5 under Mac OSX you can open up  a terminal window and manually connect 
with: 
 
telnet localhost 4242 
 
However, I’ve found the OSX terminal to be very unresponsive and buggy. 
Hopefully that will improve in future versions as it is a much more convenient way 
to enter commands on the fly than the single line that is provide by the Python 
Console Tool. 
 

• Assign to a hotkey 
 
You can assign hotkeys to launch a script as well. First you’ll need to have the 
script placed in the default MotionBuilder<version>/bin/config/  
directory so it shows up in the Python Console Tool’s Global Scripts section. 
Then you’ll need to add it to one of the 12 script slots in the ‘ActionScript.txt’ file, 
which is in the same directory. Then you’ll need to modify the line that starts with 
‘action.global.script[X] = [hotkey combo]’ in the appropriate Keyboard 
Configuration file contained in the MotionBuilder<version>/bin/config/ 
keyboard directory. 
 
 
Python Scripting Reference Guide 
There are hundreds of commands documented in the Python Scripting Reference 
Guide. These commands are all contained in a single python file called 
pyfbsdk.pyd. It is Python Dynamic Module that can be imported by MotionBuilder 
(similar to a .dll). “pyfbsdk” stands for Python-FilmBox-Software-Development-Kit. 
This file contains all of the MotionBuilder Python commands, classes, functions, 
etc. 
 
The Python module is an exposed subset of the Open Reality SDK and uses an 
identical class hierarchy. What this means is that the commands look an awful lot 
like the commands you would use in the C++ plug-in development environment 
for MotionBuilder. This has the disadvantage of seeming a little difficult to grasp 
at first but it has the advantage of allowing a fairly easy transition over to plug-in 
development in the future. 
 
 



Documentation of FBClasses 
MotionBuilder Python commands are basically Class Objects with Member 
Functions that act on those objects. So to create, query, edit, or do anything in a 
scene in MotionBuilder via Python you need to create instances of objects from 
the FBClasses. So to open a file, for instance, you need to create an instance of 
the FBApplication Class object and then apply the FileOpen Member Function 
to the instance, passing in the appropriate parameters. Like this: 

 
#  This will open a file called “test.fbx” 
app = FBApplication() 
app.FileOpen ("C:/temp/test.fbx") 

 
 
Keep this in mind when browsing through the Python Scripting 7.5 Reference 
Guide. The documentation is basically a list of the Class Objects, so you are 
basically looking for the Class object that will give you access to the scene, 
object, or other information you need. 
 
Unfortunately MotionBuilder does not echo processes into the Python Console 
window so there is no easy way to figure out what is happening in the scene 
while you test out your process manually. The best way to find the Class object 
you think you’ll need is just search by some sort of keyword in the html 
documentation and then choose the highest ranked result. From there you’ll start 
to see diagrams that can give you a clue as to how the scene is built up. Then 
you’ll want to look through the ‘Member Functions’ to see if you can get at the 
information your looking for. 
 
 
What classes to use? 
So now that we’re ready to start using the commands, how do we figure out 
which ones to use to get the things accomplished that we’d like? 
 
When we look at the pyfbsdk Reference Guide in the documentation, we can see 
the classes listed in basically one of three ways: Class List, Class Hierarchy, and 
Graphical Class Hierarchy. All three list the same classes just organized slightly 
different. The Class List is just an alphabetical list, the Class Hierarchy is a list 
broken up into sub-categories according to the “Big Picture” which can be viewed 
all at once as the Graphical Class Hierarchy. 
 
Of these, I find the Class Hierarchy the most useful, and even better is to use the 
search window. I suggest you start out by taking your best guess (or use this 
document for reference!) into the search window and then look at the “Inheritance 
diagram” for the closest FB Class you can track down.  



 
Lets try to create some basic elements to learn how to navigate this 
documentation. 
 
To create a null, I search for ‘null’ and see the FBModelNull Class near the top 
of the results. If you click on the parent of FBModelNull (officially called a 
superclass), FBModel, we see the Inheritance diagram for the FBModel Class: 
 
 

 
FBModel Inheritance Diagram 
 
 
Using this search technique, we can find related commands such as how to 
create a joint using FBModelSkeleton class or a camera using FBCamera 
class. 
 
To create our null we click on the FBModelNull class and then look in the 
Member Functions for the ‘Constructor’ member function. Here we see the 
syntax: 
 
 

 



FBModel Constructor Member Function 
 
 
This means that to create a null node in the scene we need to create an instance 
of this FBModelNull Class like this: 
 

#  This will create a null object 
myNull = FBModelNull("locator") 

  
 
So to test these out we can type these commands directly into the Python 
Console Tool entry line or into the Telnet Console. If we want to put these 
commands into a little script file, we need to add the import module line and our 
script will look like this: 
 

#  This will create a null object 
from pyfbsdk import * 
  
myNull = FBModelNull("locator") 
 
 

But nothing has shown up in our scene! That is because the Interface has not 
actually been told to make the null object visible. In order to allow it to appear in 
the UI, we need to change its ‘Show’ property, we will look to the ‘Public 
Attributes’. The listing of Public Attributes in the documentation is a fancy way of 
saying ‘properties’. 
 
There is only one Public Attribute listed, Size. There must be more! Indeed there 
is. Every Class in Python inherits the public attributes of its “parent” Class or 
superclass. So let’s click on the FBModel node in the Inheritance diagram and 
see what other Public Attributes are available to change on the null. It turns out 
there is a long list including “Show”. 
 
 

 
FBModel Show Public Attribute  
 
 
The proper syntax to set this attribute is to treat it like a Python “Method” and 
append it to the instance of our object with a period and then use the equals sign 
to assign set the property, like this: 

 
myNull.Show = True 



 
 
To query the value of this property, we simple do not assign a value to the end 
and it will return the value, which we can either assign to a variable or print 
directly, like this: 
 

print myNull.Show 
 
 
Which will now return the value ‘True’. 
  
Besides allowing the object to show up in the UI, you can modify many more 
properties or  “public attributes” of this object, like having Python select the 
object: 
 

myNull.Selected = 1 
 
 
or parent it to something else: 
 

myNull.Parent  = anotherNull 
 
 
Remember, if you cannot find the Public Attribute that you’d like to access in the 
Class Reference for your object, start checking all of the “Super-classes” or the 
classes “up” the Inheritance Diagram. Every Public Attribute on every node 
directly up the tree is available on your node. This is easy to forget and you must 
try to remember to look at the “parent” classes. One good generic Python 
command you can use that will list all of the Public Attributes and Member 
Functions for an object is the dir() command. For instance, if you list the dir of an 
FBModelNull object like this: 
 

dir(FBModelNull) 
 
You get a detailed list: 
 

 
Public Attributes and Member Functions of FBModelNull 



By understanding the concept of Inheritance, Member Functions, and Public 
Attributes, you can now navigate and “de-code” the relatively cryptic Python 
Scripting Reference Guide. 
 
 
 

V. THE COMMANDS 
 
Let’s go over some of the key commands you’ll probably wind up using. Let’s 
start by creating some of the basic MotionBuilder Elements that are listed in the 
Asset Browser. 
 
 
Create Objects 
We’ve already created a null: 
 

#  This will create a null object 
from pyfbsdk import * 
  
myNull = FBModelNull("locator") 
myNull.Show = True 

 
 
Remember, if we want to put these commands into a separate .py file, we need 
to start with the line ‘from pyfbsdk import *’, but if we are going to type these 
commands straight into the Python Console window, it is not needed. From now 
on, I am going to leave this line out of the documentation just for ease of reading. 
 

JOINTS 
So now lets create a joint. Which command do we use? Well, we’re going to 
follow the plan illustrated above which is to create an instance of an FBModel 
subclass. Let’s look at the FBModel Inheritance Diagram again and we’ll see the 
FBModelSkeleton Class. After clicking that, we’ll notice that it too has a 
Constructor Member Function. So here is the code to create a regular joint: 
 

#  This will create a joint object 
thisJoint = FBModelSkeleton("hipJoint") 
thisJoint.Show = True 
 
 

If you look carefully at the Inheritance Diagram for the FBModel class, you’ll 
notice that there is also an FBModelRoot class. This is to create a special kind 



of joint that is supposed to represent the Root of the skeleton. Here is the code to 
create a skeleton Root: 
  

#  This will create a root joint object 
rootJoint = FBModelRoot("centerOfMass") 
rootJoint.Show = True 

 

LIGHTS 
Next, let’s create a light: 
 

#  This will create a light object 
myLight = FBLight("A light") 
myLight.Show = True 

 
 
You’ll also notice that there are many more Public Attributes that you can set: 
 
 

 
FBLight Public Attributes 



 
 
Let’s adjust the Intensity via Python as well: 
 

myLight.Intensity = 150 
 
 
To create a Camera, Cube, Marker, and Plane, you’ll use the same type of 
commands above as they are all sub-classes of the FBModel Class. To create 
some of the other default Asset Browser Elements, you’ll need to dig through the  
Class Hierarchy. I don’t think you can create a 3D Curve or Optical node via 
Python at the time of the 7.5 release. To create a Handle or Note, navigate one 
Class “up” the Inheritance Diagram to FBBox and we’ll see the classes for many 
of the other nodes we’ll want to create: 
 

 
FBBox Inheritance diagram 



 
 
including FBNote and FBHandle. The last of the basic Asset Browser Element 
types, FBConstraint, we’ll look at after Actors and Characters. 
 

ACTOR 
Let’s look at creating Actors and MarkerSets. If we type ‘actor’ into the search 
tool in the docs, we find FBActor. Create an instance object of the class using 
the now familiar syntax: 
 

#  This will create an actor 
myActor = FBActor("dude") 

 

MARKERSET 
Assigning markers to this actor is no trivial task. We need to do a series of steps 
that include making a Marker Set and then assigning markers in the scene to 
each of the body parts within the Marker Set. We’ll start by calling a public 
attribute of the FBActor class called MarkerSet. 
 
 

 
FBActor Public Attribute MarkerSet 
 
 
Instead of just setting this value to True or False or some kind of number, we 
need to actually construct a Marker Set object to use as the value of this public 
attribute. We can tell what kind of value a public attribute takes by looking at the 
return type that is listed to the left of the attribute. In this case it designates that 
an FBMarkerSet is the return type. If we click that word, it takes us to the 
FBMarkerSet class and we see a standard constructor Member Function. 
 
 

 
FBMarkerSet Member Functions 
 
 



This is the code to create and then attach a marker set to our actor object: 
 

#  This will create a marker set and then attach it 
#  to our actor 
myMarkerSet = FBMarkerSet("dude’s marker set") 
myActor.MarkerSet = myMarkerSet 

 
 
We go ahead and assign the MarkerSet to a python object called ‘myMarkerSet’ 
just to make referencing it a little easier. 
 

ASSIGNING MARKERS 
The python equivalent to filling in the bubbles in the Actor Settings tab with 
markers, is to AddMarkers to the Marker Set object. Let’s look at its AddMarker 
Member Function. The AddMarker Member Function takes at least the first two 
parameters, the bodyNode where you’d like to put the marker, and the marker 
object. You do not need to specify the last parameter. So first let’s pick which 
bubble we want to fill in. This is specified by the FBBodyNodeId enumerator. 
 
This is actually one of the trickier parts of the MotionBuilder Python scripting. 
Because Python is actually an exposed subset of the Open Reality C++ Software 
Development Kit, it has some very cryptic ways of dealing with Enumeration. 
Enumeration is simply a list of pre-defined values. In this case we want to specify 
a particular part of the body. We need to use a special keyword for each body 
part. We find the enumerated list of keywords by clicking on the FBBodyNodeId 
link in the docs and it gives us a huge list, the top of which looks like this: 
 
 



 
FBBodyNodeId Class Enumeration 

 
 
The keyword is fairly easy to understand and we should be able to identify the 
body part we want to put our marker in. If we want to assign our marker to the 
Hips node we’ll want to use the kFBHipsNodeId enumerator in our AddMarker 
Member Function. The trick here is that we need to include both the class name 
and the enumerator together, with a period between them to specify the body 
position we’d like to put our marker in. 
 

#  This is simply the enumeration for the body part (not 
#  a valid command used by itself) 
FBBodyNodeId.kFBHipsNodeId 

 
 
The next required parameter that our AddMarker Member Function needs is an 
FBModel type. This means that we cannot simple put in the name of the marker. 
We need to put in the python object that represents the marker. If we made the 



marker via python scripting, then we can just use the object name (variable) 
specified, such as: 
 

#  This creates a marker and assigns it to a python 
#  object 
myMarker = FBModelMarker("right waist") 

 
 
But if we want to grab a marker that is already in the scene, created manually (or 
imported), we must get the object that represents the marker name, we can do 
this by using a very handy global function called FBFindModelByName. Here is 
how we would create a python object for a marker already in the scene that had 
the name of ‘right waist’: 
 

#  This finds a model already existing in the scene and 
#  assigns it to a python object 
myMarker = FBFindModelByName("right waist") 

 
 
Now let’s put it all together:  

 
#  This adds our marker to the hips area of the actor 
myActor.MarkerSet.AddMarker(FBBodyNodeId.kFBHipsNodeId, 

myMarker) 
 
 
or, because we made an object to represent the first two terms in the command 
above, we can use this line that is slightly shorter: 

 
#  This adds our marker to the hips area of the actor 
myMarkerSet.AddMarker(FBBodyNodeId.kFBHipsNodeId, myMarker) 

 
 
You would need to create a line like this for each marker and each body part. 
Instead of typing this line 20 or more times, it would be wise to use a loop or even 
define a function to do this for you. Here is a sample definition and some lines of 
code to do this: 
 

#------------------------------------------ 
# This custom function adds a marker to the 
# passed MarkerSet 
def addMarkerToActor ( mSet, markerName, bodyPart ): 
 myMarker = FBFindModelByName(markerName) 
  
 bodyId = getattr(FBBodyNodeId, bodyPart) 



 mSet.AddMarker(bodyId,myMarker) 
  
#------------------------------------------ 

 
 
See the included script 2 - addMarker.py for the full usage. You can re-tool this 
code to work for you in your own special case. 
 
And that’s how you create an actor, a marker set, and assign markers to the 
actor. 
 

CHARACTER 
Let’s look at creating Characters. If we type ‘character’ into the search tool in the 
docs, we find FBCharacter. Create an instance object of the class using the now 
familiar syntax: 
 

#  This will create a character 
myChar = FBCharacter("Bob") 

 
 
If we look at the Public Attributes, we’ll find the commands to specify the input 
type: 
 

 
FBCharacter Public Attributes 
 
 
To hook up a character to an actor or another character we need to set three 
things: input actor or character object, input type, and make input active. The only 
trick here is that you need to set the InputCharacter or InputActor BEFORE you 
set the InputType. You simply need to specify a character object or actor object 
for the parameter of each attribute. i.e.- 
 



#  This will assign an actor as the input 
myChar.InputActor = myActor 
 
 

or 
  
#  This will assign another character as the input 
myChar.InputCharacter = newChar 
 

 
Then we need to specify the input type. If we click the FBCharacterInputType 
we’ll see the enumerated list of possible input types to use: 

 

 
FBCharacterInputType Enumeration 

 
 
Remember from before that the correct syntax for enumeration is to include both 
the class name and the enumerator together, with a period between them: 
 

#  Correct enumeration syntax for actor type input 
FBCharacterInputType.kFBCharacterInputActor 

  
#  Correct enumeration syntax for character type input 
FBCharacterInputType.kFBCharacterInputCharacter 

 
 
So use this as the parameter for the input type: 
 

#  This will change the input type to Actor 
myChar.InputType = FBCharacterInputType.kFBCharacterInputActor 

 
 
or 

 
#  This will change the input type to Character 



myChar.InputType = FBCharacterInputType.kFBCharacterInputCharacter 
 
 

Lastly we make the input active with: 
 

#  This will make the input type active 
myChar.ActiveInput = True 

 
 
So to re-iterate we’ll combine all the lines together for both the actor example: 
 

#  This will assign an actor object as the input and 
activate it 
myChar.InputActor = myActor 
myChar.InputType = FBCharacterInputType.kFBCharacterInputActor 
myChar.ActiveInput = True 

 
 
And the character example: 
 

#  This will assign a character object as the input and 
activate it 
myChar.InputCharacter = newChar 
myChar.InputType = FBCharacterInputType.kFBCharacterInputCharacter 
myChar.ActiveInput = True 

 
 
If we look at the Member Functions for FBCharacter, we’ll see a couple of other 
useful functions: 
 

 
FBCharacter Member Functions 



GetModel and PlotAnimation are particularly useful. GetModel allows you to 
find out which joint is in a definition slot in the character. To find the joint or null 
that is in the Reference slot for our character, we would use this line of code:   
 

#  This will assign the object that is designated as the 
character’s reference node into the variable ‘ref’ 
ref = myChar.GetModel (FBBodyNodeId.kFBReferenceNodeId) 

 
To see a list of all of the different definition slots, just click the FBBodyNodeId 
link in the GetModel line and you’ll see an enumerated list of the body nodes. 
 
You can also fill in the joints for the Character Definition. The trick is to search 
through the PropertyList, which is a Public Attribute, inherited from the super-
class FBComponent. 
 
 

 
FBComponent Public Attributes 
 
 
Clicking on the FBPropertyManager next to the PropertyList yields the Find 
Member Function. 
 
 

 
FBPropertyManager Class Reference 
 
 
You search through the properties of your character for a property called 
‘[bodyId]Link’. In other words, if you want to find the property for the slot Hips, 
you’d use this code: 
 



#  This will find the property for the Hips slot  
hipsProperty = myChar.PropertyList.Find(“HipsLink”) 

 
 
This gives you the property that you want to fill. All you have to do is ‘append’ to 
this property the joint you want and it will fill it in, like this: 
 

#  This will put the joint named ‘pelvis’ in the Hips 
#  slot  
pelvisJoint = FBFindModelByName("pelvis") 
hipsProperty.append(pelvisJoint) 

 
 
It can be tedious to find each property for each slot in the character definition and 
then append to it. I would suggest defining a function to handle this for you. Here 
is a sample definition and some lines of code to do this: 
 

#------------------------------------------ 
# This custom function adds a joint to the passed body 
# part 
def addJointToCharacter ( characterObject, slot, jointName ): 
 myJoint = FBFindModelByName(jointName) 
 property = characterObject.PropertyList.Find(slot + "Link") 
 property.append (myJoint) 
#------------------------------------------ 

 
 
See the included script 3 - defineCharacter.py for the full usage. You can re-tool 
this code to work for you in your special case. 
 
 
It is also possible to set all of the Character Settings using the 
FBPropertyManager’s Find Member Function. The trick is finding the keyword 
names to search for. The best way to find these is to use a plug-in that ships with 
MotionBuilder called ‘SceneViewer’. You’ll need to re-install MotionBuilder w/ the 
OpenReality SDK option and then find the shipped code for the SceneViewer. 
Next you’ll need to find someone to compile it for you. Once that is done and the 
plug-in exists in the default plug-in directory, you can use this plug-in to 
investigate every detail of  your scene including all of the properties for every 
object, such as your character. 
 
If you do not have access to this plug-in, you can use a utility function I wrote 
called jpExportPropertyList included in the jpUtils.py. You simply pass the 



python object that you’d like to get a list for and it will return the list to the Python 
Console window and a file as well. 
 
 

CONSTRAINTS 
You create and remove constraints using the FBConstraintManager Class. 
Here is the Reference documentation: 
 
 

 
FBConstraintManager Member Functions 

 
Simply construct an instance of the class, then call the ConstraintAdd Member 
Function, like this: 
 

#  This will create an Aim constraint 
constManager = FBConstraintManager() 
constManager.ConstraintAdd(0) 

 
 
If we run a shipped script called FBConstraintManager.py, we’ll get a list of the 
the pConstraintIndex values: 
 



 
Python Console Output of all possible constraints with current index number 

 
 
But to actually change things within the constraint, we need to look at the 
FBConstraint Class. 
 
 

 
FBConstraint Member Functions (not complete) 



As you can see, there are a whole bunch of Member Functions to do many things 
with constraints. Most of these apply to the exposed Relation Constraint class, 
which we will cover some in the Rigging section of the course. 
  
So that’s how you create some of the commonly used items. Now lets get into 
manipulating the things we’ve created. 
 
 
Renaming 
Renaming an object is quite simple. If we look at the Graphical Class Hierarchy, 
we’ll notice that most objects are all listed as sub-classes of FBPlug and 
FBComponent. If we click on FBComponent we’ll notice that it has a Public 
Attribute called Name. 
 
 

 
FBComponent Public Attributes 
 
 
Because all of the objects inherit these Public Attributes, they too have Name. In 
order to change this Public Attribute, we must first find the python object that 
represents the node in the scene we want to change. If you have created the 
node via a script, like this: 
 

#  This will create a null object 
myNull = FBModelNull("") 

 
 
Then you simple specify the new name: 
 

#  This will rename the object 
myNull.Name = "locator" 

 
 



If you want to rename a node that already exists in the MotionBuilder scene, you 
need to somehow get a hold of a python object for that node. You can always 
use the FBFindModelByName global function to assign any node in the scene to 
a new python object. Then just assign a string to the object’s Name property, like 
this: 
 

#  This will find the object in the scene and rename it 
myObject = FBFindModelByName("locator") 
myObject.Name = "another locator" 

 
 
Transforming 
In order to transform the nodes in the scene let’s look to see what Member 
Functions are available for FBModel: 
 
 

 
FBModel Member Functions 
 
 
We see SetVector and GetVector. We can use SetVector to set the translation, 
rotation, or scaling. There are three main parameters: the x,y,z values, the 
transformation type to set, and local or global space. We need to pass an 
FBVector3d instance as the first parameter and the standard enumeration 



syntax for the transformation type. These are some of the key enumerated 
values: 
 
 

 
FBModelTransformationMatrix Enumerated Values 

 
 
A vector is simply a variable that contains three values: x, y, & z. So here is the 
code: 
 

#  This will create a null object and move it to the 
#  position 1,1,1 
myNull = FBModelNull("locator") 
myNull.SetVector (FBVector3d(1,1,1), 

FBModelTransformationMatrix.kModelTranslation, True) 
 
 
It is sometimes easier to create the FBVector3d first, and then pass that object: 
 

#  This will set its rotation to x = 10, y = 0, z = 20 
rotationVector = FBVector3d(10,0,20) 
myNull.SetVector (rotationVector, 

FBModelTransformationMatrix.kModelRotation) 
 
 
The last parameter is optional so you can leave it out, it is set to Global by 
default. You can use the GetVector Member Function to find the transformation 
values as well. Just pass a newly created FBVector3d object into the function: 
 

#  This will find an object named ‘locator’ and put its 
#  translation values into a vector called ‘position’ 
myObject = FBFindModelByName("locator") 



position = FBVector3d() 
myObject.GetVector (position, 

FBModelTransformationMatrix.kModelTranslation) 
print “translate X = %s” % position[0] 
print “translate Y = %s” % position[1] 
print “translate Z = %s” % position[2] 
 

 
The ‘%s’ you see in the print string is a generic Python string formatting syntax 
technique. It basically takes whatever variable is after the percent sign (%) at the 
end of the line and substitutes it into the spot of the ‘%s’ inside the string and 
“casts” it into a string even if it is a float or integer. “Casting” basically means 
converts or translates the float, in this case, to a string. 
 
That is how you can transform and query objects in your scene. 
 
 
Plotting 
There are several ways to plot in MotionBuilder. You can plot from the Animation 
menu as well as directly in the character settings and python exposes a plot via 
the ‘Takes’ command as well. 
 
CHARACTER PLOTTING 
If we look at the Member Functions for FBCharacter again, we’ll see the 
PlotAnimation Member Function: 
 
 

 
FBCharacter Member Functions 
 
 



In order to plot on a character, you must pass a parameter to designate whether 
you’d like to plot on the skeleton or the control rig. By clicking on the word 
FBCharacterPlotWhere, we get a list of the enumerated values: 
 
 

 
FBCharacterPlotWhere Enumeration 

 
 
We also need to pass an FBPlotOptions object. We can construct one of these 
with the standard constructor syntax. 
 

#  This will plot the animation onto the skeleton  
myPlotOptions = FBPlotOptions() 
myChar.PlotAnimation(FBCharacterPlotWhere.kFBCharacterPlotOnSkeleton, 
myPlotOptions ) 

 
 
You can, of course, set all of the plot options by modifying the Public Attributes of 
your myPlotOptions instance: 
 



 
FBPlotOptions Class Reference 
 
 
SETTING PLOT OPTIONS 
See the included script jpUtils.py for a custom definition called SetPlotOptions() 
for a good default set of options. You can then use this line instead to create your 
FBPlotOptions object to pass to your character’s PlotAnimation member 
function: 
 

#  This will create a good FBPlotOptions object  
myPlotOptions = SetPlotOptions() 

 
 
If we look at this utility function, we’ll see that it creates a dummy character and 
plots essentially nothing on it, then deletes the character:  
 

from pyfbsdk import * 
 



#  This will create a good FBPlotOptions object  
#-------------------------------------------------------# 
def SetPlotOptions (): 
 #set plot options, must create blank character and 

#set options during blank character's plot 
 dummyCharacter = FBCharacter("dummyChar")  
 myPlotOptions = FBPlotOptions () 
 myPlotOptions.ConstantKeyReducerKeepOneKey = False 
 myPlotOptions.PlotAllTakes = False 
 myPlotOptions.PlotOnFrame = True 
 myPlotOptions.PlotPeriod = FBTime ( 0, 0, 0, 1 ) 
 myPlotOptions.PlotTranslationOnRootOnly = False 
 myPlotOptions.PreciseTimeDiscontinuities = False 

myPlotOptions.RotationFilterToApply = 
FBRotationFilter.kFBRotationFilterNone 

 myPlotOptions.UseConstantKeyReducer = False 
dummyCharacter.PlotAnimation 

(FBCharacterPlotWhere.kFBCharacterPlotOnSkeleton, 
myPlotOptions) 

 dummyCharacter.FBDelete() 
 return myPlotOptions 
#-------------------------------------------------------# 

 
 
You can re-tool this code to work for you in your special case. 
 
PLOTTING ON SELECTED MODELS 
If we want to just plot certain model objects, we can turn to the FBTake class. 
Looking at the Member Functions, we’ll see that we can plot a single take or all 
takes on the selected objects: 
 
 

 
FBTake Member Functions 



 
 
We first need to have the models selected, then a take object to apply the 
Member Function to, and lastly an instance of the FBTime Class, which specifies 
the plot period.  
 

#  This will plot animation on selected objects  
myTake.PlotTakeOnSelected(FBTime(0,0,0,1)) 

 
 
We can find the current take in the scene by searching through the FBSystem 
class. This is a very handy class to know about. Its Public Attributes contain a lot 
of information about how the application is set up and many of the elements in 
the scene. 
 
 

 
FBSystem Public Attributes (not complete) 
 



We can get the current take by using FBSystem’s CurrentTake Public Attribute: 
 

#  This will find the current take looking at FBSystem  
mySystem = FBSystem() 
thisTake = mySystem.CurrentTake 

 
 
In the same vane, another super valuable class to know about is the FBScene 
class. This class’ Public Attributes returns a list of practically everything in the 
scene: 
 
 

 
FBScene Public Attributes (not complete) 
 



The tricky thing about the FBScene Class is that you cannot create an instance 
object of this class. There is only one per session of MotionBuilder and it is 
already created. You can get access to this instance through the FBSystem 
Class by assigning the result of FBSystem’s Scene Public Attribute, like this: 
 

#  This will assign the FBScene instance to a variable  
thisScene = FBSystem().Scene 

 
 
Now you can access all of the lists of objects in the scene by getting the results 
of the Public Attributes of the FBScene class. Here are some examples: 
 

#  This will find all of the cameras in the scene  
cameras = thisScene.Cameras 
 
#  This will find all of the characters in the scene  
characters = thisScene.Characters 
 
#  This will find all of the textures in the scene  
textures = thisScene.Textures 

 
 
So back to our FBTake class, we have the current take and we can put all of the 
lines together, it will look like this: 
 

#  This will plot animation on the selected objects for 
#  the current take  

 myTake = FBSystem().CurrentTake 
 plotPeriod = FBTime (0,0,0,1) 
 myTake.PlotTakeOnSelected ( plotPeriod ) 
 
 
Here we’ve separated out creating the FBTime instance and passed it to the 
Function to clarify things. 
 
 
Animation Curves 
There are many different ways to manipulate animation in MotionBuilder via 
Python. 
 
We’ll start by looking at the  FBAnimationNode Class, which exists as a Public 
Attribute of every FBModel in your scene: 
 
 



 
FBAnimationNode Class 
 
 
You can add and remove keys from this class as well. It is important to note the 
Public Attribute ‘Nodes’. This will return any child nodes of the main 
AnimationNode. There is a “main” AnimationNode which has three children 
Animation Nodes ‘Lcl Translation’, ‘Lcl Rotation’, and ‘Lcl Scaling’. Each of these 
Transform AnimationNodes has three more children, ‘X’, ‘Y’, and ‘Z’. You need to 
navigate this hierarchical tree of animation to query, add, and remove keys. See 
the included 8 - animationNode.py script for some sample code to get you 
started. 
 
From each AnimationNode you can also get the FCurve and act on that with the 
FBFCurve Class: 
 



 

 
FBFCurve Class 
 
 
This class is useful for adding and removing keys directly from FCurves. 
 
The FBPlayerControl Class also has the GotoNextKey() and 
GotoPreviousKey() Member Functions, which can be handy to step through 
keys. 
 
To tell you the truth, there could be an entire course just on how to deal with 
scripting for animation and FCurve manipulation. Unfortunately, that is beyond 
the scope of this introduction to Python for MotionBuilder Artists. Hopefully these 
couple pointers will get you started and a thorough reading of the forums on The 
AREA should get you on your way. 
 
 
File Manager 
All of the File Input/Output commands are actually Member Functions of the 
FBApplication Class. 
 
 



 
FBApplication Member Functions 
 
 
Most of the standard File menu options are available here and relatively 
straightforward to use. It is important to note that all filenames are going to have 
to be absolute paths, i.e. – full path names. So to clear your scene and open a 
file named ‘testFile.fbx’ from your ‘C:/temp’ folder, you would use this code: 
 

#  This will clear the scene and try to open a file  
#  called ‘testFile.fbx’  
app = FBApplication() 
app.FileNew() 
app.FileOpen (‘C:/temp/testFile.fbx’) 

 
 
Strictly speaking, it is not necessary to use the FileNew() Member Function as 
FileOpen automatically replaces any scene you currently have open. 
 
File IO tends to fail quite a bit so it is probably smart to check all of the return 
values of these Member Functions. You’ll notice the ‘bool’ to the left of most of 
these Member Functions in the documentation. This is the return type and will 
return ‘True’ or ‘False’ depending on the success of the operation. There are 
several ways to check this value. The first is to simply print the result of the 
command like this: 



 
#  This will clear the scene and try to open a file  
#  called ‘testFile.fbx’  
app = FBApplication() 
print app.FileOpen (‘C:/temp/testFile.fbx’) 

 
 
Next, you can take the result of this command and then do a test on it and print a 
more elaborate warning message or perform some other commands: 
 

#  This will clear the scene and try to open a file  
#  called ‘testFile.fbx’  
app = FBApplication() 
result = app.FileOpen (‘C:/temp/testFile.fbx’) 
if result == True: 
 print "Success opening file." 
else: 
 print "Failed to open file." 

 
 
One more little Python programming trick is to simply put this command inside of 
an ‘if’ command and the result of the function will be tested directly, like this: 
 

#  This will clear the scene and try to open a file  
#  called ‘testFile.fbx’  
app = FBApplication() 
if app.FileOpen (‘C:/temp/testFile.fbx’): 
 print "Success opening file." 
else: 
 print "Failed to open file." 

 
 
Usages of the rest of the Member Functions are similar to FileOpen. 
 
The Public Attributes are also worth investigating: 
 
 

 
FBApplicationPublic Attributes 
 



The FBXFileName Attribute is quite handy for finding the current scene with 
entire path. Like this: 
 

#  This will return the current scene’s filename with 
#  complete path  
app = FBApplication() 
print app.FBXFileName 

 
 
Fortunately Python has tons of powerful features to allow you to parse through all 
of these path names and manipulate them in any way you see fit. Path names 
are one of the areas that will make you really appreciate how awesome Python is 
to use. 
 
 
Rigging 
The Control Set is a great all-around rig. But if you want to create something 
more customized, you can always use the relation constraint. Usually a rigger will 
come up with a rig by hand and then they’ll script it so the rig can be built 
procedurally for anybody at anytime. Thus it would be ideal to figure out how to 
build up relation constraint networks via Python. 
 

RELATION CONSTRAINT 
Any MotionBuilder rigger will tell you that the Relation Constraint holds the real 
power to creating very detailed custom rigs. A special class has been exposed to 
allow you to create this kind of constraint: FBConstraintRelation. With the ability 
to add any amount of box types and connect them up any way you see fit, the 
possibilities are limitless. Here is the basic code to make the constraint. The 
Constructor syntax is familiar: 
 

#  This will create a relation constraint 
relConst = FBConstraintRelation("A test constraint") 

 
 
Here are the Member Functions and single Attribute we can call: 
 
 



 
FBConstraintRelation Class Reference 

 
 
As you can see, creating sender, receiver and function boxes is pretty 
straightforward. The real trick is making connections between the two. For this 
you must use the newly exposed FBConnect() global function. Unfortunately, 
this function is not listed in the normal Class List, it is a global function listed 
under the pyfbsdk Namespace Reference page. To find this command, go to the 
Help Docs and look under Contents -> Python Scripting 7.5 Reference Guide 
(pyfbsdk) -> Namespace List -> pyfbsdk. Click this link, then scroll way down until 
you get to the ‘Functions’ section: 
 
 



 
Online Documentation for global functions 

 
 
These are miscellaneous global functions such as FBFindModelByName and 
the few Dialogue box choices are listed here as well. You’ll see FBConnect() 
and FBDisconnect() as well: 
 
 

 
Some Key global functions 



MotionBuilder ships with a sample script called 
CreateAndPopulateAConstraintRelation.py. I’ve included it with this talk, just in 
case you do not have it. I would suggest digging into this script to see a well-
commented example of how to build up Relation constraints. 
 
 
UI 
Unfortunately, there are very few User Interface options exposed via Python. We 
really only have three choices (plus two file/folder dialogues). They are listed in 
the global functions section of the documentation: 
 
 

 
FBMessageBox global functions 
 
 
If we click the FBMessageBox command, we’ll get a more detailed explanation 
of all of the parameters: 
 
 

 
FBMessageBox Function Documentation 



The simplest Message Box would be created with code like this: 
 

#  This will create a simple message box 
FBMessageBox( "Sample window", "Hello World!”, "OK") 

 
 
You can create more buttons and then check what this function returns to see 
which button was pressed. For example 
 

#  This will create a message box with two buttons and 
#  print something different depending on which button is 
#  pressed 
result = FBMessageBox("Two button window","Pick a 

button","button 1","button 2" , None, 2) 
if result == 1: 
 print "Button 1 was pressed" 
elif result == 2: 
 print "Button 2 was pressed" 

 
 
Note that it is not necessary to pass every parameter, most parameters are set to 
a logical default value. By adding the number two as the last parameter above, 
the function is smart enough to know that we meant that to specify that we 
wanted the second button as the pDefaultButton. You’ll notice this function allows 
a maximum of 3 buttons to be used. 
 
If we look at the two other functions that provide variations for the Message Box, 
we’ll see that we can add a checkbox and a single field to get a value passed on 
by the user. 
 
A sample of code using the checkbox is here: 
 

#  This will create a message box with a check box and 
#  return the button pressed and if the checkbox has been 
#  checked 
result = FBMessageBoxCheckBox ("Button and check box 
window ","Will you check the box? ", "Enter”, None, None, 
“Check this if you like”, 0) 
 
print result 

 
 
FBMessageBoxWithCheck returns a ‘tuple’ (which is basically an array) instead 
of just the index of the button pressed. The index of the button pressed is in the 



first slot (result[0]) and 1 or 0 is in the second slot (result[1]) depending on if the 
checkbox was actually checked or not. We also had to specify that we did not 
want a second of a third button with the “None, None”. 
 
Here is a sample of FBMessageBoxGetUserValue: 
 

#  This will create a message box with a text field and 
#  return the button pressed and the text entered 
result = FBMessageBoxGetUserValue ("Button and text field 
window","Enter some text and press the button", str, 
FBPopupInputType.kFBPopupString, "Enter") 
 
print result 
 

 
Just like the checkbox function, this one returns a ‘tuple’ containing the index of 
the button pressed in the first slot (result[0]) and the value the user typed in the 
second slot (result[1]). This one also required us to specify what type of value 
the user could enter: 
 

 
FBMessageBoxGetUserValue Function Documentation 
 
 
If we click on the ‘object’ link, we’ll see that “str” is one of the valid object types: 
 
 



 
Python Built-in object classes 

 
 
The next parameter we need to specify is the enumerated type 
FBPopupInputType. By looking at this table: 
 
 

 
FBPopupInputType Enumerated list 



 
 
we are sure that kFBPopupString is the type we want. 
 
There are two special classes to bring up dialogue boxes to choose a file or a 
folder on your computer as well. They are both subclasses of FBComponent 
called FBFolderPopup and FBFilePopup: 
 
 

 
FBFolderPopup Class 
 
 



You can specify a caption for the Dialogue box and a starting path. The result of 
the command will return True if the user has clicked ‘OK’, so it is a good idea to 
proceed with an ‘if’ statement after that. Like this: 
 

#  This will create a dialogue box for picking a folder 
#Build GUI 
folderWindow = FBFolderPopup() 
folderWindow.Caption = "fileFolderPopup: Select a folder 
for BatchProcessing" 
folderWindow.Path = r'C:\temp' 
 
#Execute window and get result 
result = folderWindow.Execute() 
#if window executes 
if result == True: 
 #new working folder is chosen subdir of C:\temp 
 targetDir = folderWindow.Path + r'\readyForDelivery' 
 print targetDir 

 
 
You’ll notice the ‘r’ preceding the path strings. The ‘r’ tells Python that it is a “raw” 
string and to ignore the escape character which is the backslash ‘\’. This allows 
you to use standard path names and not worry about your strings getting 
screwed up. 
 
FBFilePopup has a couple more Public Attributes to specify and query. You can 
specify a filter to list only certain types of formats in the window: 
 
 

 
FBFilePopup Class 
 



 
The Style attribute allows you to pick between Open and Save types of dialogue 
boxes. WARNING! You must set the Filter attribute or it will cause and exception 
and crash MotionBuilder. Even if you specify “*.*” to represent any kind of file. 
Here is an example: 
 

#  This will create a dialogue box for picking a file 
#Build GUI 
configFileWindow = FBFilePopup() 
configFileWindow.Caption = "CONFIG FILE: Select a config 
file" 

 
configFileWindow.Style = FBFilePopupStyle.kFBFilePopupOpen 
# BUG: If we do not set the filter, we will have an 
exception! 
configFileWindow.Filter = "*.*" 

 
#if window executes 
if configFileWindow.Execute(): 

  configFilePath = configFileWindow.Path 
 print configFilePath 

  configFileName = configFileWindow.FileName 
 print configFileName 

 
 
And that’s it! Those are the only UI options available straight out of the box. 
 
If you want to create a more elaborate UI, you will either have to build one with 
the Open Reality SDK as a plug-in or perform some sort of advanced language 
porting tricks and use some generic Python GUI tools to hook into MotionBuilder. 
There are many Python GUI libraries. One of the most popular is called ‘Tkinter’ 
for “TK interface”. 
 
http://wiki.python.org/moin/TkInter 
 
Trying to write hooks to use a library like Tkinter into MotionBuilder is quite 
advanced and probably harder than just learning some simple C++  and coding a 
plug-in. 
 
The simplest way to do this is to simply use the C++ code to create the window 
with some custom buttons and layout that you want and then you can call Python 
scripts from the buttons in your interface. Please see the shipped documentation 
for hints on how to get started using the Open Reality Software Develop Kit. 
 



 
Cleanup 
Removing items from your scene is not as straightforward as we would like. The 
FBComponent Class contains the FBDelete() Member Function and most of the 
objects in your scene will inherit this function as well. The trick here is that any 
array returned by FBScene or FBSystem will be in the form of an ‘immutable’ 
Tuple. Unfortunately, when we delete objects from the scene, if these objects are 
contained in this tuple, the tuple cannot change because of its immutability and 
will create a new tuple of the same name but with one less object. If we are 
iterating through many such objects, trying to delete them, a standard for-loop 
iterator will not keep track of this contraction and will actually delete every other 
object. Here is an example: 
 

#  This will try to delete all characters in the scene 
 
#  Get FBScene instance  
thisScene = FBSystem().Scene 
#  Get all of the characters in the scene  
characters = thisScene.Characters 
for character in characters: 
 print ("Deleting character: %s" % character.Name) 
 character.FBDelete() 

 
 
If you have more than one character in your scene, you’ll notice that it only 
deleted every other one. That is because the tuple’s ‘characters’ shrank after the 
first character was deleted and the for-loop got confused. For instance, let’s say 
you had 3 characters in the scene. The first time it goes through the loop, it 
deletes Character #1, now because the tuple is immutable, Python created a new 
tuple called “characters” and now Character #2 is in slot #1 and Character #3 is 
in slot #2. So the second time the for-loop executes it moves onto slot #2 and 
actually deletes Character #3 and now it thinks it is done because there is 
nothing else in the tuple after Character #3. But, or course, Character #2 is still in 
the tuple. Fortunately there is a good trick to work around this bug/feature. 
 
Just create a mutable ‘List’ and add everything in the tuple to the List. Then you 
can delete away from the new List: 
 

#  This will try to delete all characters in the scene 
 
#  Get FBScene instance  
thisScene = FBSystem().Scene 
#  Create a mutable list, note the square brackets [] 
characterList = [] 



#  Get all of the characters in the scene (a tuple)  
characters = thisScene.Characters 
for character in characters: 

#  add to the list 
 characterList.append(character) 
#  Now delete from the List[] 
for char in characterList: 
 print ("Deleting character: %s" % char.Name) 

  char.FBDelete() 
 
 
Another cool iterator is Python’s ‘map’ function. ‘Map’ allows you to apply an 
operation to each item in a List. We can simple create a destroyer function and 
then pass this as the operation we’d like to perform on all the items in our list. 
Here is a simple definition of our destruction function: 
 

#  This defines a simple function to delete the passed 
#  item 
def Destroy( pItem ): 

      print "Deleting item: '%s'" % pItem.Name 
FBComponent.FBDelete (pItem) 

 
 
And this is the syntax to “map” our custom function on every item in a list: 
 

#  This will apply our custom function to each item in a 
#  list 
 
#  Get FBScene instance  
thisScene = FBSystem().Scene 
#  Create a mutable list, note the square brackets [] 
characterList = [] 
#  Get all of the characters in the scene (a tuple)  
characters = thisScene.Characters 
for character in characters: 

#  add to the list 
 characterList.append(character) 
 
#  Destroy ALL characters from the List[] 
map (Destroy, characterList ) 
 

 
If you are trying to delete an entire node hierarchy, like a skeleton, it is important 
to delete from the children up to the parents. See the def called DestroyModel in 
the included jpUtils.py script to help you do this. 
 



Other tricks for cleaning up your scenes it to make liberal use of MotionBuilder’s 
Groups and Sets. This makes it easy to find things in the scene that are related 
and delete them whenever you’d like to clean things up a bit. 
 
Now that we’ve seen examples of how to use several dozen of the most useful 
commands we can create a larger script that will automate an important process. 
 
 
 

VI. PUT TO THE TEST 
 
So how do you go about figuring out what kind of script to write? Usually that is 
answered for you before too long when an Animator approaches you and asks if 
it is possible to do a certain task via scripting. The more scripts you write, the 
more your colleagues become confident in your ability to fulfill their requests and 
make their lives easier. 
 
We’ll walk through a sample scenario to illustrate the steps you might very well 
take in determining how you can solve a particular problem. 
 
For this class, let’s assume that the animator is working with a special rig they’ve 
made and they’d like a script to help them animator faster. 
 
Fortunately we have a rig provided by Brad Clark and Chad Moore from their 
MasterClass “The Character Animator Toolkit for MotionBuilder”. See the 
included MotionBuilder scene called NooglesMaster_unrigged.fbx. 
 
Open the scene and check out Noogles’ poses. There is a sub-section of poses 
for the Left Hand: relaxed, spread, and fist. It takes several clicks of the mouse in 
order to apply any of these poses to the hand. If you try to apply one of these 
poses by pressing the ‘Paste’ button or by double clicking the pose name, you’ll 
see that not only will the fingers move into the selected pose, but also the arms 
(and sometimes the whole body) will move to the arms-out pose. This is because 
the ‘Keying Mode’ under the Character Controls panel is usually set to ‘Full 
Body’. If you want to apply the pose relative to the fingers only and not have the 
entire body move, you’ll need to select one of the custom Finger Effectors, then 
change the ‘Keying Mode’ to ‘Body Part’, and THEN apply the pose. 
 
If your animating with your custom rig fast and furious and you want to apply a 
hand pose, the last thing you’re going to want to do is do all of these steps just to 
apply a pose to the fingers, which will totally slow you down and throw you out of 



rhythm. It would be nice if you were animating the arm and be able to apply a 
pose with a quick selection and a convenient button. 
 
This is where our script with a clever little rig can come in very handy. 
 
Perform the process by hand 
In order to figure out what your script needs to do, you usually need to do it 
manually in your scene first, so you understand the steps you’re going to need to 
automate. We’ve just gone over the steps we want our script to take: 
 

1. User has LeftWristEffector selected 
2. Select any FingerEffector 
3. Change Keying Mode to ‘Body Part’ 
4. Apply “selected” pose 
5. Re-select LeftWristEffector 

 
OK, we think we can do all of those steps, but how do we minimize the amount of 
button clicks? We could reduce the task down to one or two clicks by adding 
some custom attributes to the LeftWristEffector. If we create a custom ‘List’ type 
attribute that has the poses listed, the user can just select the pose they want 
from the list. Next, we could create a custom ‘Action’ type attribute that will trigger 
our script that exists in the scene via a special Relation Constraint. Creating 
these custom attributes is pretty straightforward and well documented. 
 
In order to get the custom ‘Apply Pose’ action attribute to trigger our custom 
script, we’ll need to do a series of steps: 
 
First, create a new Relation Constraint: 
 

1. From Asset Browser, drag Templates -> Constraints ->  Relation into 
our scene. 

2. Rename constraint to ‘PoseLeftHand’. 
 
We need to define our custom ‘Apply Pose’ attribute as the triggering mechanism 
for our custom script. 
 

3. ALT + Drag the LeftWristEffector into our ‘PoseLeftHand’ constraint. 
4. Pick ‘Sender’. 

 
If you look closely at the Sender Box in the constraint, you’ll see several 
attributes listed, but not our custom ‘Apply Pose’ attribute. This is because we 
have not yet designated our custom attribute to be animatable. We can do this by 
going to the properties of the LeftWristEffector and clicking the ‘A’ button: 



 
5. Click ‘A’ box at far right of custom ‘Apply Pose’ attribute. 

 
Next, we’ll need to add a script to the scene and somehow make it a Receiver of 
this ‘Apply Pose Action’. In order to add a script inside of a Relation constraint, a 
special kind of Device needs to be added to the scene: 
 

6. From Asset Browser, drag Templates -> Devices -> Script into our 
scene. 

7. Rename device to ‘Triggered Script’. 
 

Now, if we ‘Add To Scene’ a script, we can drag this new device into our Relation 
Constraint and it will allow us to add the script to the constraint as a Sender or 
Receiver. Let’s add a placeholder to test our constraint: 
 

8. From Asset Browser, drag Scripts -> 0 - createSingleNull.py into our 
scene and choose ‘Add To Scene’. 

9. From Navigator, drag Devices -> TriggeredScript into our PoseLeftHand 
constraint. 

10. Choose ‘Receiver’. 
 
Lastly, we’ll connect the Apply Pose channel output to the 0 - createSingleNull.py 
channel input. 
 

11. Drag output of Apply Pose[Action] to input of 0 - createSingleNull.py[Number] 
 
(See the included NooglesMaster_almostRigged.fbx file to see this rig already 
setup.) 
 
Now if we click the ‘Apply Pose’ custom attribute on the LeftWristEffector it should run 
the 0 - createSingleNull.py script, which will add a Null node to the scene with the name 
“locator”. This proves that our workflow is sound and works. 
 
 

Determine the automation 
So now that our rig is setup to trigger our script, we just need to figure out what we are 
going to automate and what we’ll do by hand. In theory, we could build up much of the 
rig in the scene including the 11 steps outlined above, all with one big script. That would 
be a very large complicated script and unfortunately we cannot go over all of that in this 
course. So we’ll assume our rigger has handed us this rig and we’ve customized it a bit 
with steps 1-11. All of this rigging only needs to be done once per character, anyway. 
 



But while we’re animating we may need to apply these hand poses hundreds of times 
and therefore it would make a lot of sense to automate these five steps: 
 

1. Ensure LeftWristEffector exists 
2. Select any FingerEffector 
3. Change Keying Mode to ‘Body Part’, if necessary 
4. Apply pose listed in custom attribute 
5. Re-select LeftWristEffector 

 
Now we just need to write the code to perform these steps reliably. 
 
 
Write the Code 
I always start my scripts out with a bunch of commented header information, 
which lists information about the script: 
 

#-------------------------------------------------------# 
# SCRIPT: applyHandPose.py 
# AUTHOR: Jason Parks 
# 
# UPDATED:  June, 2007 
# 
#  DESCRIPTION: applies hand pose to Noogles rig via 
#    custom action attribute on  
#    LeftWristEffector 
# 
#-------------------------------------------------------#  

 
 
We remember that we must import the MotionBuilder python library at the 
beginning of each script: 
 

from pyfbsdk import * 
 
 
We are going to make life easier by defining a custom function to unselect 
everything in the scene. This function needs to be declared before it is called, so 
it needs to be listed at the top of the script. As it turns out, I’ve already written a 
function to do this, which is included in the jpUtils.py script but I have just copied   
and pasted it here. Strictly speaking, this is usually not a good idea because you 
do not want functions being declared in multiple locations on your network, which 
will lead to confusion. The only reason I’ve done it hear is to eliminate the need to 
import the jpUtils.py script to make the sample scene slightly more self-
contained. 



 
This is the handy function to unselect everything in the scene: 
 

#-------------------------------------------------------#
 def UnSelectAll (): 
  selectedModels = FBModelList() 

 FBGetSelectedModels ( selectedModels, None, True ) 
 for select in selectedModels: 

   select.Selected = False; 
 del ( selectedModels ) 
#-------------------------------------------------------# 

 
 
It’s a good idea to write a comment for what we are going to do in each section. It 
is a good idea to do all kinds of quality control in the scene as well. In this case, 
we’ll start by making sure that the ‘LeftWristEffector’ model is even in the scene: 
 

#0. Get LeftWristEffector Python object and select it 
leftWristEff = FBFindModelByName("LeftWristEffector") 

… 
leftWristEff.Selected = True 

 
 
Then, we’ll unselect everything with out custom function: 
 

UnSelectAll() 
 

 
Onto step 2 where we’ll select a finger effector: 
 

#2. Select any FingerEffector on left hand 
fingerEff = FBFindModelByName("LeftHandIndex1") 
if fingerEff: 

  fingerEff.Selected = 1 
 
 
In order to switch the keying mode for the character, we’ll need to find the 
character object: 
 

#Find character 
noogleChar = "" 
lScene = FBSystem().Scene 
charactersList = lScene.Characters 
for character in charactersList: 
 if character.Name == "Noogle_A": 



  noogleChar = character 
 
 
Store the current keying mode: 
 

#Find currently selected Keying Mode 
originalKeyMode = noogleChar.KeyingMode 
print "originalKeyMode is: %s" % originalKeyMode 

 
 
And now for step 3, to switch to ‘Body Part’ keying mode if necessary: 
 

#Switch if necessary 
switched = 0 
if not str(originalKeyMode) == 'kFBCharacterKeyingBodyPart': 

noogleChar.KeyingMode = 
FBCharacterKeyingMode.kFBCharacterKeyingBodyPart 

 print 'Switching to BodyPart keying mode' 
 switched = 1 

 
 
To apply the pose, we need to get a list of the poses. We’ll look through our 
custom property to see which pose has been selected: 
 

#Read Hand_Poses custom List attribute to find selected pose 
poseName = "" 
prop = leftWristEff.PropertyList.Find("Hand_Poses") 
if prop: 
 poseName = prop.EnumList(prop) 

 
 
And check it against poses in the scene that have the same name. Warning! As 
of version 7.5 Extension 2, the typical method to find Poses in the scene, using 
FBScene’s Poses attribute, does not work as expected. Instead of listing the 
poses in Pose Controls tab of the Asset Browser, this attribute returns erroneous 
information and a new un-documented class called FBCharacterPose has 
replaced it. A list of the Character poses can be found by accessing the (un-
documented) FBScene’s public attribute called CharacterPoses. For now, you 
must use the ORSDK documentation to see how this class works. 
 

#Use ORSDK-documented FBCharacterPose class 
targetPose = FBCharacterPose() 
#FBScene has undocumented public attribute CharacterPoses 
for pose in lScene.CharacterPoses: 
 if pose.Name == poseName: 



  #found our pose 
  targetPose = pose 

print "found targetPose: '%s' in scene" % 
targetPose.Name 

 
 
And before we can paste the found pose, we need to create a 
FBCharacterPoseOptions() object: 
 

#Setting Paste Options 
poseOptions = FBCharacterPoseOptions() 
# Set CharacterPoseKeyingMode     
poseOptions.mCharacterPoseKeyingMode =  
FBCharacterPoseKeyingMode.kFBCharacterPoseKeyingModeBodyPart 

 
 
And finally paste the pose for step 4: 
 

#Paste the pose 
targetPose.PastePose(noogleChar, poseOptions ) 
print "Applying pose '%s' to Left fingers" % targetPose.Name 

 
 
We should be kind and return the scene to the state it was in at the time that the 
script was ‘launched’ so we’ll switch back to the ‘original’ keying mode to make 
the animator happy: 
 

#Switch back to 'original' Keying Mode 
if switched: 
 noogleChar.KeyingMode = originalKeyMode 
 print 'Switching to %s keying mode' % originalKeyMode 

 
 
And select the LeftWristEffector again: 
 

#5. Select LeftWristEffector again 
leftWristEff.Selected = 1 

 
 
Done, and done. That is a pretty good-sized script that automates an oft-used 
process that will save tons of time for an animator. 
 
This script in its entirety is included with the course as applyHandPose.py. See 
the included NooglesMaster_rigged.fbx file to see this script hooked up to the rig. 



 
 
 

VII.  RESOLUTION 
 
We’ve covered most of the important commands and seen an example of how to 
use them in a real script. This should provide you the foundation you need to 
script with Python inside of MotionBuilder. 
 
Lets conclude by re-iterating our dilemma and found solution and give you some 
final tips on becoming a professional scripter. 
 
 
Crisis and Solution 
To start to sum up, lets remember what situation we find ourselves in. We are at 
a crossroads in the 3D entertainment industries. With every new project, there is 
more demand for higher quality animation assets. 
 
Next Gen forces us to face some or ALL of these challenges: 
 

• Complicated skeletons 
• Finger animation 
• Face animation 
• Multiple characters 
• Longer animations 

 
The answer for you, the Technical Artist, is to learn from books, forums, colleagues, 
and courses like this one to script in Python and automate MotionBuilder’s 
processes as much as we can so we can ship our projects on time and within 
budget. 
 
 
Doing it right 
OK, you’ve actually learned all you need to know to get started in scripting and 
make a good effort towards creating some great, compact, yet powerful scripts. 
 
There is a subtle difference between just writing scripts and actually becoming a 
“Scripter”. Mostly it is a mind shift, once you have a couple of scripts under your belt 
and you start calling yourself a “scripter”, you probably are one. Now we’ll cover a 
couple topics that will make your scripting become a little more legitimate. 
 



MotionBuilder’s Telnet Interface is okay, but there are many third party Script 
Editors that have tons of super cool features. 
 

SCRIPT EDITIORS 
These Script Editors are separate applications, which means you need to save 
your script as a file and run it via one of the methods explained at the beginning 
of this course. This might seem like a pain but it is well worth it when you way the 
benefits that these third party Script Editors offer. These are some of the features 
most good Script Editors have: 
 

• Save your work: You can save your work as you go, you cannot accidentally 
execute your code and clear your history and loose all of your scripting 

• Line Numbers: Error messages give you the line number the error is at so it is 
easy to track down 

• Syntax Coloring: This is such a cool feature, it totally helps your brain process 
and structure your code with the extra visual queue. You’ll notice that all of the 
code in this document is color coded, to better illustrate this point. 

• Auto-formatting: All of the column formatting and auto-indenting saves you a lot 
of time 

• Auto-complete: This feature can automatically complete the typing of a command 
that your Script Editor recognizes as a MEL command 

• Search and Replace: Most Script Editors have super-advanced search and 
replace features 

• Function Lists: Some Script Editors will display a list of all the defined functions in 
your script for easy access 

• Bookmarking: Allows you to easily jump around to key places in large scripts 
• Macros: Are handy as well to do repetitive editing tasks, more of an advanced 

feature that you would use if you start getting into scripting heavily 
• Easy Experimentation: Because you can cut and paste little bits of text at a time 

into Maya’s native Script Editor, it is easy to experiment. 
• Free!: Most of them are free 

 
Here are some of the more popular Script Editors: 
 

• UltraEdit32: $50 (Windows) 
 

http://www.ultraedit.com 
 
I use UltraEdit and think it has the most of the best features. It has all the 
features listed above and tons more. It can easily scale up for serious 
programmers. 

 



• Jedit: Free (Multi-OS) 
 

http://www.jedit.org 
 
Jedit is an open-source Java based Script Editor that has tons of features 
and is expanding its capability all the time because it is an open-source 
piece of software so anybody can develop little ‘plug-ins’ for it. 
 

• CrimsonEditor: Free (Windows) 
 

http://www.crimsoneditor.com 
 
Another free one with Syntax highlighting, macros, etc. 

 
• ConTEXT: Free 

 
http://www.context.cx 
 
Another free one for you to check out. 

 
• TextWrangler: Free (OSX) 

 
http://www.barebones.com/products/textwrangler/ 
 
Popular free text editor for Macs. 

 
• BBEdit: $125 (OSX) 

 
http://www.barebones.com/products/bbedit/index.shtml 
 
Popular ‘professional’ text editor for Mac. 

  
 
As soon as you start to dabble with scripting you will soon find that you’ll want to 
have a separate application running to experiment, edit, and save your work in. If 
you have multiple monitors up, it will also be very handy to have your third party 
Script Editor displayed on a separate monitor from MotionBuilder so you can 
diagnose your scene in MotionBuilder and script in your separate application. Try 
some of these out and you’ll find the one that is best suited for you. 
 
FORMATTING: COMMENTING & HEADERS 
There are all kinds of formatting standards for every scripting and programming 
language. Most scripters and programmers try to follow a fairly common standard 



of formatting to make their code more readable. They do this by using 
“comments” to explain what is going on in their code. Comments are plain 
English text (or your language of choice) that the script or program will not try to 
run, it is strictly for leaving notes for other human beings to read. 
 
Putting in comments is absolutely crucial. It can help a lot to explain what is going 
on in the script for others and yourself. You might think that you know what your 
script is doing right now, because you are writing it and you’ll never have to come 
back to this script to rewrite it or change it later, but YOU WILL, guaranteed. 
Comments take a little bit of time but are always worth it in the long run. 
 
It is easy to make text become invisible to the script parsers, for python you 
simply just put a number sign ‘#’ and anything you write after that on that line is a 
comment. You’ve already seen it in all the sample scripts in this document. It is 
all the text in green. 
 
You should always but a bunch of comments at the top of any script you ever 
make, listing some of these important stats: 
 

• Script name 
• Your name & email 
• Date first started (and any revision dates) 
• Short description of what the script does 
• How to use it, (i.e.- does something need to be selected?) 

 
Like this: 
 

#-----------------------------------------------------------------# 
# SCRIPT: jpUtils.py 
# AUTHOR: Jason Parks 
# 
# UPDATED: March 27, 2007 
# 
#  DESC:  Utility defs 
# 
# USAGE: Import this into your other scripts like this: 
#   ‘from jpUtils import *’ 
# 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------# 

 
 
Not only is it a good idea to put comments at the top of your scripts, but also if 
you have really large scripts with tons of definitions and procedures, it might even 
be a good idea to have comments at the beginning of each def explaining: 
 

• def name 



• Input variables: types, names, descriptions 
• Return variable: type, name 
• General description of what the def does 

 
Here is an example from one of the Maya Masters who taught an entire class on 
creating utility procedures in MEL for Maya, Paul Thuriot: 

 
#beginDefHelp================================================== 
# FUNCTION:  ptCreateLocRots (local) 
# ARGUEMENTS:  from joint (string),  
#    aimAt joint (string),  
#    parent node for rotGrp (string) 
# RETURN:       rotGroup name (string) 
# DESCRIPTION:  this will create the rotation group and 
#    return its name. 
#endDefHelp==================================================== 

 
You can also put comments anywhere else in your script by just using the “#” 
method. However, everything else on that line after the “#” will not be evaluated 
as part of the script. I put comments all over the place, at the beginning of any 
major group of code, or to explain any particular line of code. Like this: 
 

#-----------------------------------------------------------------# 
# Function to create a custom ‘Note’ node 
 
 
def jpCreateNote (variableName, variableValue): 
 name = "||Note||" + variableName + "|" + variableValue 
 #check for variableName already exists 
 allNulls = ReturnAllModelsByType('FBModelNull') 
 for null in allNulls: 
  nullName = null.Name 
  tokenized = nullName.split('||Note||') 
  #print tokenized 
  if len(tokenized) > 1: 
   #tokenize again 
   results = tokenized[1].split('|') 
   if len(results) > 1: 
    variableNameExists = results[0] 
    if variableNameExists == variableName: 
     #already a Note null in scene  

 
You can also use comments as a quick and dirty way to debug and test code by just 
excluding sections of code with comments. 
 
DEBUGGING 
Nobody is perfect the first time, so you will always get little bugs when you are 
putting your scripts together. 
 



I’m not going to go into all the bugs you’ll get because there are an infinite 
number and kind! Which sounds very painful, but bugs in your script are actually 
far less common then your flawed theory or logic of how your script will work. 
 
There is no real easy way to teach you how to not get bugs or to code with good 
logic and great ‘style’. Actually college-level programming courses can probably 
teach you that stuff, but you probably would not be studying this course if you’d 
taken any of those! 
 
I’ll give you one quick hint for the most common error/bug you’ll see. Remember 
that FBScene cannot be instantiated. You must use the FBSystem Class, like 
this: 
 

#  This will assign the FBScene instance to a variable  
thisScene = FBSystem().Scene 

 
 
Another oft-made mistake is forgetting to include the open and close parenthesis 
at the end of functions, especially when they have no parameters to pass. 
 
 
OPTIMIZATION 
One of the signs of an experienced scripter is how “tight” their code is. There is a 
near infinite number of ways to write any single bit of code. One of the highest 
valued qualities of code is its size, or lack there of. In other words, the fewest 
amount of code and text you can use to get your task done is usually considered 
the best way to do it. Not only does this mean that there is less text to go through 
if you have to debug or edit it, but it means it will run faster, which is one of the 
chief concerns of any programmer (less so for scripters, because scripts run 
orders of magnitude slower than compiled programs. Note: programmers often 
use scripts to rapidly prototype their concepts before turning them into fast 
running/efficient optimized code). 
 
The process or re-writing some of your script so it will run faster, either by reducing 
the number of lines it takes or actually using a different technique to perform your 
task, is called “Optimization”. It is nearly impossible to teach this technique, this can 
only come from experience. So keep at it and “tighten” up your scripts as much as 
you can over time. 
 
 
UTILITY FUNCTIONS 
Another sign of graduating from a beginner scripter to an advanced one is when you 
start to write “Utility Functions”. These functions usually perform no useful function 



on their own except when used as part of another script. See the included jpUtils.py 
for dozens of useful functions I’ve compiled over the years. 
 
 
IDIOT-PROOFING, I MEAN “USER FRIENDLY” 
You and other people who use your scripts will always find a way to break it or 
cause an error when they execute it. It usually has to do with not having the 
proper types of objects or nodes selected when you run the script. Use global 
function FBGetSelectedModels to find out what the user has selected: 
 
 

 
FBGetSelectedModels Function Documentation 
 
 
The trick is that you need to pass a pre-created list to the Function, like this: 
 

#  This will print all of the selected models 
selectedModels = FBModelList() 
FBGetSelectedModels ( selectedModels, None, True ) 
for model in selectedModels: 
 print model.Name 

 
 
Refer to the utility def ‘ReturnAllSelected()’ in the jpUtils.py script file included 
with these course notes.  
 
Don’t forget that most objects in the scene are sub-classes of the FBComponent 
Class, which means that they inherit the Member Function ClassName. This is 
very handy because you can use this to find out what kind of object(s) the user 
has selected, like this: 
 

#  This will print selected models of type FBModelNull 
selectedModels = FBModelList() 
FBGetSelectedModels ( selectedModels, None, True ) 
for model in selectedModels: 



  if model.ClassName() == ‘FBModelNull’:   
print  “Model: %s is of type FBModelNull” % Model.Name 

 
This is provided via the provided script called selectedType.py. 
 
There are all kinds of things you can do to make your scripts more “user friendly”. 
Printing out lots of feedback with the print command in the Python Console Window 
will help as well. You can use the FBTrace command as well which outputs 
formatted text into the system console. On Windows, setting the environment 
variable "FILMBOX_CONSOLE" to 1 will cause the application to open up a console 
window. On Mac OSX, the tracing is sent to the Console utility. 
 
 
Warning: addictive! 
Be careful though, I know many artists who started to script a little here, then a 
little there, and before they new it, they were scripting all the time. They wrote 
little scripts for themselves and then their neighbor would ask for one and they 
would write one for them. Before they knew it, they had a whole slew of requests 
to write scripts. A couple months go by, and they had a good batch of commands 
under their belts. They’d look around and nobody else knew how to script, so 
they wound up writing all the scripts. Soon it became a full-time job. 
 
This is either good news or bad news, depending on if you really want to keep 
doing art or not. However, you can always go back to doing art but there are 
relatively few scripters out there and it only adds to your value as a MotionBuilder 
Technical artist. 
 
Some people find the power of scripts very addicting and if you don’t watch it, 
you’ll script so much that you start making some cool tools. At a certain point a 
script can actually become a “tool” in its own right. You might find that creating 
tools is actually more fun then using them, like me. If that’s the case, one day you 
could find yourself as the local full-time Scripter and “Technical Artist”, so watch 
out.  ;-) 


